
Grounding cable

BayEnergy® CPR (N)A(St)YY 0,6/1 kV

 

The cable graphics are not to scale and do not represent detailed images of the respective products.

Cable structure:

ALMG-conductor, stranded, with steel wire
(ST)
Insulation: PVC
outer sheath, PVC, black with blue cable
designation stripes®
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4019370 00987611 BayEnergy® (N)A(St)YY-O 75 RM 0,6/1kV ALMGST37 4.9 273.0 18.4 495.00 24.00 470 90 180 1000 120 4000
4019320 00972609 BayEnergy® (N)A(St)YY-O 100 RM 0,6/1kV ALMGST37 5.2 341.0 19.5 570.00 40.00 630 100 200 1000 120 3000
4019330 00965121 BayEnergy® (N)A(St)YY-O 110 RM 0,6/1kV ALMGST37 5.8 389.0 20.5 630.00 40.00 690 105 210 1000 120 4000

Product Description

BayEnergy® aluminum railway grounding cables are used for short-circuit current-proof grounding connections and for equipotential
bonding between rails and conductive but non-voltage-carrying parts (e.g. overhead line masts, train preheating system brackets, noise
barriers, railings). The further developed and improved railway grounding cables are marked with two blue Bayka cable identification strips®
on the outer sheath, guaranteeing Bayka quality. BayEnergy® aluminium railway grounding cables are approved by Germany‘s Federal
Railway Office (EBA) and released for use in the area of operation of Deutsche Bahn AG. The imprint „Eigentum DB“ (Property of DB) or
„Eigentum Verkehrsbetriebe“ (Property of the Transport Services) is used as property notice and as theft protection. BayEnergy® aluminium
railway grounding cables can be easily differentiated from copper grounding cables keeping potential thieves away.

Further properties:

Resistant against impact, vibration and shock loads
UV-resistant
Torsion-free laying can be easily checked
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Easy laying and installation, handling with standard tools
Cables with PVC-sheath are for installation in the ground or outside structures and are therefore no subject to the CPR. Due to the flame
retardant sheath, they could be classified as Eca on request.
Can"t find your type? Call us!

Technical Data

acc. to Bayka company standard BayEnergy 02
short-circuit strength of the conductor acc. to Deutsche Bahn regulation 997.0205A01 from 1.3.2003 paragraph 2 (ampacity)
Flame retardant and self-extinguishing acc. to EN 60332-1-2
parameter for reaction to fire: Flame spread H ≤ 425mm
The cables are in compliance with EU LVD (Low Voltage Directive) and RoHS Directive (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) and REACH
(European Chemicals Regulation).
Vibration resistance: according to Dlk 1.013.168y (sinusoidal oscillation load type 1)

Current carrying capacity
in air*: 
75 mm² : 214 A 
100 mm² : 270 A 
110 mm² : 290 A 
*) based on HD 603 S1 part 3G table 15 ( show table )

Rated voltage
U0/U (IEC) 0,6/1 kV

Permissible operating temperatures (cable) [°C]
Transport and storage (min.) -30 bis +60
Laying (min.) -10
Operation (min.) -30 bis +60
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